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Abstract
Green façades or vertical greenery systems (VGSs) are continuously gaining attention among urbanists
for improving the living comfort and energy efficiency in urban areas. However, modelling and
simulating the thermal response of VGSs remains a research topic. This paper introduces a novel inverse
modeling approach for modeling the thermal response of VGSs on building envelopes. The modelling
approach considers the VGSs as a homogeneous layer with apparent thermo-physical properties. The
approach optimizes the apparent thermo-physical properties by calibrating the inverse model using data
generated by a detailed thermal response model of VGS or experimental data. It is shown that the
predicted temperature of VGS deviates by less than ± 1.3 °C, while the heat flux on the inner side of the
building envelope deviates by less than ± 0.3 W/m² compared to the measured values.
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Highlights



A vertical greenery system was modeled as a homogeneous layer.



An inverse thermal modeling algorithm, using genetic algorithms, was developed.



Apparent thermo-physical properties were determined for the homogeneous layer.



Apparent properties are developed as a function of sol-air temperature.



The thermal response of vertical greenery system can be modelled using the heat
diffusion equation.
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1 Introduction
With rising global warming and urbanization, energy use for the cooling of buildings is
expected to progressively increase in the future [1]. Researchers are constantly seeking new
solutions and technologies to face emerging challenges. One way to address these rising issues
is by applying greenery in an urban environment in the form of urban parks and forests [2].
Kong et al. [3] demonstrated that these measures can impact the reduction of mean radiant
temperature in an urban environment as well as energy use for cooling. In the previous decade,
it was ascertained that the integration of greenery on building envelopes can also address these
issues to a certain degree [4]. Greenery can either be applied on the roofs or façades. The former,
which are called green roofs, are increasingly applied to buildings [5,6]; the latter, named green
façades or vertical greenery systems (VGSs), are currently a subject of intensive research in
various areas of expertise: impact on the urban heat island mitigation [7] and energy use for
heating and cooling [8,9], building materials [10], urban acoustics [11,12] and particle
deposition potential [13,14].
The cooling effect of VGSs is enabled due to the adaptive properties of greenery; adaptive
shading, evaporative cooling, and absorption of solar radiation [15]. Installing VGS is thus a
way of upgrading an existing building envelope from a passive to an adaptive building
envelope. The field of adaptive building envelopes is a rapidly developing research area in
building physics [16] as well as in building performance [17] with the active research
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community [18], in which researchers focus on research gaps of developing new approaches
for thermal response modelling and performance characterization.
The review presented by Pérez et al. [19] showed that VGSs impact a reduction of energy use
for cooling between 20% and 30% due to the reduced heat flux into the building. In addition,
VGS can be used to cool the inlet ventilation air of local ventilation systems, where air
temperatures at the façade’s boundary can be reduced by up to 5 K [20]. Cameron et al. [21]
reported that outdoor experiments are the most suitable method for the evaluation of the cooling
potential of VGSs. However, to fully explore the overall cooling potential in buildings, the
thermal response models of VGSs have been developed. These models of VGSs are either
validated against experimental data to estimate reduced heat flux into the building [22,23],
validated and coupled with building energy simulation (BES) tools [24], or coupled with BES
tools and then validated with experimental data, as shown by Dahanayake and Chow [25]. The
thermal response models of VGSs are commonly based on lumped-capacitance models, which
were originally presented by Stec et al. [26], incorporating detailed [23] or simplified [27]
evapotranspiration models. In addition, greenery properties are required as the model inputs;
such as solar absorptivity, emissivity, vertical leaf area index (LAIV), view factors, resistance
factors, and convective heat transfer coefficients [23]. The majority of the developed thermal
response models utilize an assumed or referenced rather than measured values of the
aforementioned properties; this is due to the complex and dynamic plant physiology and
unforeseen events (plant diseases, injuries, etc.). Conclusively, (i) detailed models have
assumed parameters and (ii) are difficult to integrate into BES.
Since the experiments are the best method for the evaluation of the thermal response of VGSs,
as they take into account the dynamicity of plant physiology, and that thermal response models
have several shortcomings, alternative approaches were introduced. It has been shown that a
thermal response model of VGSs can be derived from the experimental data using statistical
methods [15]. Olivieri et al. [28] developed an autoregressive model for the prediction of
temperature difference of a wall module with and without greenery, based on the outdoor air
temperature, relative humidity, and solar radiation. The results show that the model is suitable,
although adjustments are needed for different types and states of plants. Similarly, Šuklje et al.
[20] developed a multi-parametric model of air temperature in the air gap using net radiation
heat flux instead of solar radiation. Even though the insights on the temperature reduction and
air temperature in the building boundary with VGSs are valuable for the estimation of the
impact of greenery on the building envelope and urban environment, it has limited usability in
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further analyses of the thermal response of buildings (BES tools) with greenery, as outdoor
boundary conditions have to be assumed.
Alternatively, the in situ or laboratory experimental data of the building envelope thermal
response can be used for the development of simplified physical models, which supplement
complex physical phenomena. In state-of-the-art building envelopes, such as phase change
material (PCM) integrated into building envelopes [29,30], complex physical phenomena can
be modeled as a heat conduction problem, introducing apparent thermo-physical properties. In
particular, the apparent heat capacity of the PCM is dependent on the temperature, as shown by
Arkar and Medved [31]. The apparent heat capacity of the PCM can be determined using the
inverse thermal modeling [32]. Moreover, inverse thermal modeling is also used in building
physics for the determination of the effective thermo-physical properties of inhomogeneous
materials [33] and wetted materials [34]. Hence, the approach is worth investigating for VGSs
thermal response modeling. In addition, this approach seems to have extended usability in the
context of data-driven thermal response models.
In the era of the Internet of Things (IoT), there is a strong trend in using a large number of
sensors to acquire data and to generate valuable data insights. The IoT is also topical in the
building sector, where it is reported that it can help to run building services more efficiently
[35] and detect the impact of user behavior on indoor air quality [36]. That is also expected to
be the case for the maintenance and performance monitoring of the VGS, since there is a strong
trend in the establishment of VGS pilot projects [4], in which a large number of sensors are
being implemented [37].
The paper aims to present a novel method, which responds to the highlighted research gaps of
VGSs thermal response modeling and represents a future-proof approach, aligned with the IoT
paradigm, for VGSs thermal response modeling based on big data, which is being generated in
ongoing and new pilot projects and experimental setups. In essence, the proposed method
simplifies complex physical models of interacting heat and mass transfer phenomena within
VGS. The method is formulated as a heat conduction problem in a homogenous layer of a
building envelope with apparent thermo-physical and radiative properties. The input for the
method can be either experimental data or generated data from a validated detailed thermal
response model of VGS. To the author’s knowledge, such a method represents an innovation in
the thermal response research of VGSs as well as the potential for wider use in future adaptive
building envelope applications. Thermo-physical properties are derived in the form of the
parametrical models considering independent variables in a form that can be easily used in well4

established BES tools (e.g., EnergyPlus, IDA-ICE, etc.), standardized methods for the
characterization of the dynamic properties of the building envelope and the low-order BES
models. The latter are gaining momentum in the scientific community as well as applications
as one of the most promising methodologies in the model predictive control [38].
2 Methods
In our previous study, referenced in [23], an experimental and detailed thermal response
modeling study of VGS with vertical leaf area index (LAIV) equal to 6.1 and 7.2 was presented.
It has been ascertained that VGS can cause up to 34 K lower surface temperatures of a façade,
while maintaining air temperatures in the VGS' canopies close to ambient temperatures.
Measured properties of the VGS were used as a basis as well as input for a detailed
mathematical model of the thermal response of a building envelope with a VGS. The validated
mathematical model was used for parametric analysis of the impact of thermal resistance of a
building envelope on the cooling potential of the VGS. Conclusively, it has been ascertained
that the thermal response modeling of VGS is complex due to the dynamic plant physiology,
thermo-physical and radiative properties of VGS, which are difficult to determine due to the
lack of experimental methods.
This study aims to simplify the thermal response modeling of VGS by modeling VGS as a
homogenous layer of the building envelope as presented in Fig. 1. In that case, the greenery
with supporting construction and air gap, enclosed by greenery and the building envelope, (Fig.
1.a) is substituted with a homogenous building envelope layer with the apparent thermophysical properties (Fig. 1.b). The apparent thermo-physical and radiative properties were
determined using an inverse thermal modelling approach, as presented in the following section.
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Fig. 1. The method proposes that heat and mass transfer in VGS (a) can be modeled as a
homogenous layer (b) of a building envelope with apparent properties; readers are referred to
[23] for a detailed explanation of the presented boundary heat fluxes.
(a)

2.1 Inverse thermal modeling
Inverse thermal modeling is a method used for the determination of thermo-physical, radiative
properties or boundary conditions in heat transfer problems. As these properties cannot be
explicitly calculated, they must be assumed and then used for the calculation of the temperatures
in the observed domain. The calculated temperatures are compared against control
temperatures, which can be measured or calculated with validated models. The difference
between the calculated and control temperatures is minimized by changing (guessing) the
unknown properties in a systematic, iterative way, using either deterministic or nondeterministic methods. The unknown properties are suitable when the difference between the
calculated and control data is below the desired value [39].
The inverse thermal modeling, as shown schematically in Fig. 3, is done so that the boundary
conditions (Fig. 2), which include heat fluxes on both surfaces of a homogenous layer (marked
green in Fig. 2), are used as inputs in a physical model of the homogenous layer.
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Fig. 2 Boundary conditions of the VGS as a homogenous layer.
The boundary conditions are calculated (q̇ in) using meteorological data (outdoor air
temperature, relative humidity, global solar radiation and cloud coverage) and assumed constant
values (εIR, LAIV…), and measured or generated with a validated thermal response model of
VGS (q̇out). Based on the initially assumed thermo-physical and radiative properties,
temperatures within the homogenous layer are calculated. Further on, calculated temperatures
are compared against control temperatures on the boundary of the homogenous layer, as shown
in Fig. 2 (θVGS and θse). The difference between temperatures is minimized by the means of the
optimization problem of choosing optimal thermo-physical and radiative properties of the
homogenous layer. In the study, inverse thermal modelling has been carried out using genetic
algorithms (GA). The inverse modeling approach (Fig. 3) assumes a physical model (heat
conduction), which is not necessarily the actual physical phenomena in the adaptive building
envelope. Consequently, GA are more suitable for the search of the global minima, in
comparison to the established deterministic methods used for inverse problems in building
physics, which are more suitable for the search of local minima [40].
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Fig. 3 A schematic diagram of the inverse thermal modeling approach developed for the
determination of the apparent thermo-physical and radiative properties of the VGS; the inverse
thermal modeling is shown for each (one) time step; the same schematic also applies for the
entire time range.

2.2 The method for verification of the inverse thermal modeling approach

To determine the apparent thermo-physical and radiative properties, which reflect the impact
of the meteorological data, the inverse thermal modeling approach (described in the previous
section) has to be repeated numerous times. Doing so, it has been determined that a method is
needed to guide the inverse thermal modeling and to evaluate whether the determined apparent
thermo-physical and radiative properties are suitable. For this purpose, a three-step method has
been developed:
1. In the first step, a suitable range of an individual apparent property χi is determined,
which is represented by the lower lb and the upper bound ub. Inverse modeling is carried
out for each time step of the entire time range t. For l time steps and k apparent
properties, a l × k matrix is retrieved. The suitability of the range is evaluated with
statistical methods, i.e., the median and mean, which are calculated for each apparent
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property χi. The lower lb and upper ub bound are suitable when the median (~) and mean
(–) value are approximately equal

i  i ;

that is for each apparent property χi. An

iterative procedure is carried out within the first step of the method, following these substeps:
(i)

an initial range of each apparent property can be estimated based on the
predominant material thermo-physical and radiative properties of the adaptive
building envelope,

(ii)

for the initially chosen range, apparent properties are determined if the condition
is not met; the range must be widened (lower lb and higher ub) and inverse
modeling reinitiated; the sub-step is repeated several times, combining all
apparent properties,

(iii)

if the wider range does not result in met conditions, an additional apparent
property can be added to the inverse model, and the iteration procedure is
initialized again (sub-step (i)),

(iv)

if precedent sub-steps do not lead to the solution, the assumed physical model
has to be changed and the iteration procedure repeated for a new set of apparent
properties.

2. In the second step, the dependence of the apparent thermo-physical and radiative
properties on the independent variables (e.g. meteorological data) is investigated. Based
on the results from the analysis, a desired functional equation of each apparent property
is proposed.
3. In the last step, parametrical models of apparent properties are determined. The range
of parameters in the parametrical model is chosen with respect to the range of each
apparent property, lb and ub, determined in the first step of the method. The chosen
functions are then included in the inverse model in which parameter values are
determined for the entire time range t. The inverse thermal modeling in this step can be
repeated several times, using a different set of functions. As a result, a parametrical
model with a smaller value of the objective function is chosen, which enables the best
match of calculated and control temperatures.
The developed method is used in a case study of a homogeneous layer, which substitutes VGS,
shown below. First, the control and input data for the inverse thermal modeling were prepared.
Based on the experimental data analyses and test runs, a suitable model of the homogeneous
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layer was proposed, as presented in Section 2.4. The developed method was then applied, and
the results are presented and discussed in Section 3.

2.3 Input and control data
The input and output data for the inverse thermal modeling can be obtained either
experimentally or numerically, with a detailed thermal response model. In the current study,
the input and control data have been generated using the validated thermal response model of
the indirect VGS, which has been installed at the outdoor test facility of the University of
Ljubljana, Slovenia. The development and validation of the thermal response model of VGS
have been described in detail in the previous study [23]. For the purpose of better understanding
and development of the physical model of the homogenous layer, the most important
information on the VGS is as follows. In the study, a Phaesolous Vulgaris plant was used with
a measured transmissivity τVGS of 0.09 and LAIV of 7.2. It has also been ascertained that the
transmissivity is independent of the meteorological parameters. In addition to the measured
radiative properties of VGS, the model has been developed assuming solar absorptivity of 0.768
and longwave emissivity of 0.983. The irrigation of the greenery has been automated to ensure
maximal required water for evapotranspiration, thus ensuring the validity of the
evapotranspiration model.
The validated thermal response model of VGS, considering the modifications presented below,
is used together with climatic data from the test reference year (TRY) for Ljubljana, Slovenia.
The generated control and input data cover the expected range of meteorological conditions in
summer, which, in our case, is wider than the available experimental data.
In comparison with the measured longwave radiation in a previous study [23], the net radiation
heat flux in the current study is given by the following equation, considering β to be equal 90°
for vertical surfaces:
qIR ,net   IR 

1  cos  4
1  cos  4
4
TVGS  Tsurr
  IR 


TVGS  Tsky4 
2
2

(1)

In the study, it is considered that surrounding surfaces (surr), encountered in radiative heat
exchange, have the same temperature as the ambient air [41]. The sky temperature θsky is
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calculated according to the cloud coverage factor

cc

and empirical relations for the emissivity

of the sky  sky [42].
  dew 

 100 

2

 sky  0.711  0.005 dew  0.73 



 sky   e  sky  0.8 1   sky  cc



1
4

(2)

(3)

The interior surface boundary condition equation is as follows:



 qi  hsi  si  i 
x

; x  D, t  0

(4)

The indoor air temperature is considered to be constant at 25 °C. Convective heat transfer
coefficient on the interior surface

hsi of the building envelope, taking convective and longwave

radiation heat transfer into account, is assumed to be equal to 7.7 W/(m²K).
The control and input data were generated with the validated VGS thermal response model, for
the period from 1st July to 31st August. In Fig. 4., the control data are presented for the first
week in August. The control data cover temperatures in two nodes; the surface temperature of
the VGS θVGS and the surface temperature of the building envelope θse.
32
28

θ [°C]

24
20
16
12
8

θse

θVGS

Fig. 4 Generated control data for the inverse thermal model using the validated VGS thermal
response model.

2.4 The physical model of the homogenous layer
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The central part of the inverse thermal modeling approach is a physical model of the
homogenous layer. It has to be run numerous times to optimize suitable apparent thermophysical and radiative properties of the homogenous layer (as presented in Fig. 3). In the current
study, the physical model of the homogenous layer is assumed to be a one-dimensional heat
conduction problem. Thus solving the partial differential equation with corresponding boundary
and initial conditions:

   

     qgen   cp
x  x 
t

where

q gen is

; 0  x  d, t  0

 


 qin  t 
x

; x  0, t  0

 


 qout  t 
x

; x  d, t  0

(5)

a general expression of the volumetric heat generation, which can be applied to

an arbitrary part of the homogenous layer to take into account an actual physical phenomenon.

Eq. 5 has been solved by dividing the homogenous layer into n sublayers as shown in Fig. 5.
Thus, the heat conduction problem is reduced to a set of ordinary differential equations, which
were solved using the Matlab function ode15s [43]. In the current study, it has been confirmed
that the homogenous layer can be divided into eleven sublayers.

Fig. 5 Schematics of the homogenous layer with corresponding n sublayers.

The physical model of the homogenous layer has been developed to fit the actual physical
phenomena in VGS. Thus, it is considered that solar radiation is absorbed in the first and last
12

sublayers (Fig. 5). The transmissivity of intermediate sublayers is assumed to be equal to 1.
That is due to the fact that the surface temperatures of the building envelope θse are the highest
during the daytime (as seen in Fig. 4); therefore, the homogenous layer is also transparent. Thus,
the physical model of the homogenous layer also considers the relation:
       1

(6)

as well as the following boundary conditions for the homogenous layer:



 qin    Gglob ,90  qIR , net  qconv ; x  0, t  0
x




 qout ; x  d , t  0
x

(7)

(8)

Boundary conditions at the external surface of the homogenous layer are determined
considering the same meteorological data as for the generation of the control and input data.
The convective heat transfer coefficient on the exterior surface of the homogenous layer

hconv

is assumed to be equal to the one at the VGS [23]. The thickness of the homogenous layer d
used in the study was considered constant at 0.2 m. In the last sublayer, the entire transmitted
solar radiation is absorbed (  n is equal to 1). The absorbed solar radiation is modeled as uniform
heat generation by the following equation:

 2(n  1) 
qgen,n   1 nGglob,90 
 ; x  d, t  0
 d 

(9)

3 Results and discussion
Following the proposed methodology, presented in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, all three apparent
thermo-physical properties of the homogeneous layer were included in the inverse thermal
model: apparent thermal conductivity   , apparent specific heat

c p

, and apparent density   .

The lower bound of the consecutive apparent properties has been assumed to be close to the
prevailing material’s thermo-physical properties (the air). The upper bound, however, has been
defined much higher in order to take into account the latent heat of plants’ evapotranspiration.
Within an iterative procedure (step 1., sub-step iii), additional parameters have been added to
the inverse thermal model: apparent absorptivity   and transmissivity   .
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Hourly values of the apparent thermo-physical properties from the first step of the inverse
thermal modeling approach were analyzed in accordance with the developed methodology,
calculating the mean and median values. The results are presented in Fig. 6 and in Table 1. The
distribution of the data and, in particular, statistical indicators of each individual apparent
thermo-physical property are shown on the suitability of the selected range (lower and upper
bound) for apparent specific heat and apparent thermal conductivity. The mean and median
values of the apparent density differ slightly more, although an appropriate range was selected.

Fig. 6. The Box plots of consecutive apparent property, where mean is denoted as × and median as
line within the box; the box represents the middle 50% of sorted data; whiskers represent the upper
and lower 25% of data; the lowest and the highest point (°) gives an indication of the selected lb and
ub of each apparent property.
Table 1. Mean and median values obtained in the first step of the inverse modeling.





c p

 1

 1

[W/(mK)]

[kg/m3]

[J/(kgK)]

[-]

[-]

Mean

2.72

4.4

4024

0.16

0.14

Median

2.45

3.3

4019

0.02

0.10

In Fig. 7, the variation of apparent thermo-physical properties for the first week in August is
presented. Even though the lower quartile of apparent density (whiskers) in Fig. 6 is very
narrow, the apparent density follows a graph pattern close to the apparent specific heat.
Furthermore,

c p

has a narrower lower quartile, because

nighttime (Fig. 7).
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c p

values are close to lb during

λ' [W/(mK)]

8
6
4
2

0

ρ' [kg/m3]

10
8
6
4
2
0

cp' [J/(kgK)]

10000
8000
6000
4000

2000
0

Fig 7. Hourly values of homogeneous layer’s apparent thermo-physical properties determined within
the first step of the inverse modeling.

Even greater discrepancies of the mean and median values were obtained for the apparent
radiative properties: apparent absorptivity and transmissivity (Table 1, Fig. 8). The results
presented in Fig. 8 reveal that, in the period of maximum heat load, the major part of the shortwave radiation is reflected from the exterior surface of the homogenous layer, as the   and  
are close to 0. During the nighttime, the apparent absorptivity and transmissivity were set to
zero because at that time the short-wave radiation equals zero. In addition, the uneven size of
sections in box plot and outliers’ data in Fig. 6 indicates that the apparent absorptivity and
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transmissivity are not to be set as variables in the homogenous layer model; instead, they should
be set as constant values.
1.0

α' , τ' [-]

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

τ'

α'

Fig. 8. Hourly values of homogeneous layer’s radiative properties determined within the first step of
inverse modeling.

Since all iterative steps (sub-step ii) have not been shown due to the extensive database of
results, it is noteworthy that the additional widening of the range of apparent absorptivity and
transmissivity would not improve the statistical indicators. Therefore, it is reasonable that these
two properties of the homogeneous layer are modelled as constant values in the iterative substep iii and in subsequent steps (steps 2 and 3 of the inverse modeling).
Based on the statistical indicators, it has been ascertained that apparent density can be expressed
as a functional equation. Thus, for apparent thermo-physical properties, a functional equation
needs to be specified in step 2 of the inverse modeling process, which will include the most
relevant meteorological parameters. In the previous studies, it was determined that besides net
radiative heat flux, air temperature is the most influential, and in many cases exercised as the
only independent variable to determine evapotranspiration rate [44,45]. Therefore, the relative
humidity has not been considered as an independent variable in the inverse thermal modeling
process. It has been determined that a sol-air temperature is the most appropriate parameter, as
it is commonly used for evaluation of heat transfer through exterior surfaces and dynamic
properties of the building envelope. The sol-air temperature is defined as:

q
 G

 sol air  e   1 glob,90 IR,net 
hconv
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(10)

The results of 2nd step analyses showed that a linear parametric model should be proposed for
apparent specific heat, density, and thermal conductivity:

  b ,1  b ,2  sol air

(11)

Constant values (χ = bχ,1) for apparent absorptivity and apparent transmissivity, and a linear
parametric model (Eq. 11) for apparent specific heat, apparent density, and apparent thermal
conductivity were then included in the inverse model. Constants of the parametric functions
that were obtained with the inverse modeling approach for the considered time range of two
months are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Constants of parametric functions of apparent thermo-physical and radiative properties of
the homogeneous layer, which substitutes the VGS.





c p

 1

 1

[W/(mK)]

[kg/m3]

[J/(kgK)]

[-]

[-]

bχ,1

2.789

3.608

4208.6

0.093

0.164

bχ,2

0.0565

0.167

249.25

0

0

Constant

4.1 Verification of the VGS model as substitute homogeneous layer
To what extent the apparent properties of the homogeneous layer fit the actual thermal response
of VGS was examined with a comparison of control temperatures (θVGS and θse), generated with
the validated VGS thermal response model, and the temperatures of the homogeneous layer at
the same position. The latter temperatures were obtained with the numerical model presented
in Section 2.3 and using apparent thermo-physical and radiative properties (Eq. 11 and Table
2). Temperatures are compared for the representative period in Fig. 9 and for the whole period
from July to August in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 9. Comparison of control temperatures (num) and temperatures at the boundary of the
homogeneous layer, which substitutes VGS, obtained using apparent thermo-physical and radiative
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Fig. 10. Comparison of control temperatures (num) and temperatures at the boundary of the
homogeneous layer, which substitutes VGS, obtained using apparent thermo-physical and radiative
properties (app) for the whole period.

From the presented results, it can be concluded that temperatures deviate by less than ± 1.3 °C,
with a standard deviation equal to 0.3 °C. Among the presented temperatures, the VGS is of the
particular interest in the context of the urban heat island mitigation analyses. For the calculation
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of the building energy demand or estimation of the cooling potential, the transient response of
the  se is important. It has been ascertained that utilizing the apparent properties’ surface
temperature of the building envelope deviates by no more than ± 1.1K, with standard deviation
equal to 0.3 K.
4.1 Test of the apparent properties on different building walls with real meteorological data
Furthermore, heat flux on the inner surface of the building envelope q̇ i using the validated
numerical model and apparent properties of the homogenous layer is compared for wellinsulated (U = 0.2 W/m2K) and moderately-insulated (U = 0.5 W/m2K) building wall with seven
days of meteorological data recorded at the test facility. The results in Fig. 11 show that heat
fluxes differ with standard deviation equal to 0.1 W/m2 and 0.3 W/m2 for the well- and
moderately insulated building walls, respectively. To the author’s knowledge, this is the
expected accuracy even for the thermal response modeling of a building wall without VGS due
to the methodological simplifications or boundary conditions inside and outside the building
using BES (e.g., TRNSYS, IDA ICE, etc.). Based on this comparison, it can be concluded that
the apparent parametric properties of the homogeneous layer are appropriate.

4
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2

2

q̇ i,app [W/m2]

(b) 6

q̇ i,app [W/m2]

(a) 6
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4

6

Fig. 11. Comparison of heat flux on the inner surface obtained with validated thermal response model
of VGS (num) and the homogenous layer model with apparent properties (app); U=0.2 W/m2K (a),
U=0.5 W/m2K (b).

5 Conclusions
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Growing interest in VGSs and their complexity call for the simplification of thermal response
modeling. Simplified VGS models enable their integration into available building performance
simulation tools (e.g., EnergyPlus, IDA-ICE, TRNSYS, etc.), which help us to better
understand VGSs’ impact on the energy performance and thermal comfort in buildings. The
presented study addresses this concern by proposing a novel methodology. In contrast to the
established physical modeling of the VGSs’ thermal response, the proposed methodology
models a VGS as a homogenous layer. Consecutive steps of the inverse thermal modeling
approach, which enable determination of the apparent thermo-physical and radiative properties
of such layers, were proposed. As shown in the study, the apparent thermo-physical properties
can be determined as a function of the sol-air temperature, which includes the main independent
meteorological parameters. The verification of the methodology showed that the outer surface
temperature of the homogeneous layer, representing the VGS temperature, which is significant
for urban heat island mitigation analyses, deviates by less than ± 1.3 °C. Furthermore, heat flux
on the inner surface of the building envelope calculated with the validated model and a
homogenous layer with apparent properties has been compared. The results differ with standard
deviation up to 0.3 W/m2, which is considered to be satisfactory compared to results from
established methods.
Even though the presented method is validated for subjected VGS in summer conditions, its
objective is to be suitable for the use with arbitrary VGSs, especially the pilot projects, which
are most commonly equipped with IoT technology. Utilizing the method that has been
developed with big data, it is anticipated that seasonable effects, realistic conditions of soil
moisture, plant physiology, and the radiative properties of VGSs can also be accounted for;
however, additional parameters may need to be included in the model. Thus, having valuable
insights into future VGSs’ designs and maintenance approaches. In addition, the developed
methodology is planned to be used with green roof thermal response modelling utilizing longterm in situ experimental results.
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Nomenclature
cc

cloud coverage factor (-)
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cp

specific heat (J/kgK)

d

thickness of homogeneous layer (m)

D

thickness of building envelope construction with homogeneous layer (m)
global solar radiation on a vertical plane (W/m²)

Gglob ,90

h

convective heat transfer coefficient (W/m²K)

ni

number of sublayers

q

heat flux (W/m²)

q gen

heat generation (W/m³)

t

time (s)

T

absolute temperature (K)

v
x

wind speed (m/s)

U

thermal transmittance (W/m2K)

spatial coordinate (m)

Greek symbols



absorptivity (-)



density (kg/m³)



emissivity (-)



incidence angle (°)



reflectivity (-)



relative humidity (-)



Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.67 10-8 W/m2K4)



temperature (°C)



thermal conductivity (W/mK)



transmissivity (-)

χ

apparent property

Subscripts

ag

air gap
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amb

ambient

app

apparent

b

constant(s) of the parametric function(s)

conv

convective

dew

dew point

e

outdoor

i

indoor, sub-step

in

inlet (homogeneous layer outer surface)

IR

long-wave radiation

lb

lower bound

net

net

num

numerical

out

outlet (surface bordering building envelope layer)

se

exterior surface behind VGS

si

interior surface

st

heat accumulation – energy storage

sky

sky

sol  air

sol-air (temperature)

surr

surrounding surfaces

ub

upper bound

VGS vertical greenery system
0

initial

Superscripts
~

median

–

mean

‘

apparent
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